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Abstract:
Despite a global context of shoreline retreat, coastal areas and in particular sandy coasts
are increasingly attractive. To handle the problem of coastline retreat different
management strategies are deployed and among them soft methods as windbreakers or
hard ones as seawalls. But all those methods are known to interfere in the natural
evolution of the beach/dune systems at different timescales. To underline potential
influences of management strategies on erosion and recovery periods, high frequency
DGPS surveys coupled with video images are recorded at a workshop-site exhibiting
various management strategies, Biscarrosse beach (SW of France) from November 2015
until September 2016. Results for the winter 2016 highlight a global erosion of the
beach associated to a dune foot retreat and an alongshore variability in the beach
response to events. The same patterns can be observed during the seasonal recovery
period (April to August), in particular a lag in the berm reconstruction in front of the
seawall. The LVI (Longshore Variation Index) reflects possible sediment processes
taking place between the different sections of the beach: while recovery seems to be
dominated by cross-shore exchanges in the unmanaged section, longshore sediment
processes seem to be the origin of the recovery in the managed section. This variability
could be linked to a permanent rip current visible (98% of observation) in front of the
seawall that could cause an offshore sediment export explaining both the lag in term of
recovery timescale and the different sediment processes involved during the recovery
period. During the erosion season, sediment exchanges between the beach and the dune
are limited due to the presence of seawalls and beach erosion and dune retreat in the two
ends on the wall accelerated.
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1. Introduction
Over the last decades, shore areas became more attractive, not only for tourism but also
for the better way of life represented by an oceanic climate and water recreations. This
increase in human activities implies a consequent economic benefit for coastal cities and
the development of infrastructures directly build on the shore. In the contexts of global
warming and shoreline retreat those infrastructures are threatened, as city’s economic
supply. According to PILKEY and HUME (2001), 80% of the world shoreline was in
retreat ten year ago, associated with a lowering of beaches levels. Moreover, sandy
coasts evolve at extreme event scales and even if beach recovery can take place over
short period (few days), it is generally much longer (several weeks to months) while
dune reconstruction based on wind sediment transport could even reach the decade. In
order to restrict storm impacts on human activities and preserve natural areas as dunes,
management strategies are deployed on seashores. After a study of the major issues of
the sites, two types of strategies are preferentially developed depending on the desired
effect (MICALLEF & WILLIAMS, 2002): soft and/or hard methods, sometimes as a
step before thinking to a possible strategic retreat. The soft ones e.g. wind or wave
breakers, pathway delimitations, revegetation of the dune or re-sanding are favored with
the purpose to help the dune/beach system to resist to energetic conditions. Hard
methods (e.g. seawalls and dykes) are used to anchor and fix the shoreline for a long
term period. But, either hard or soft, each method has an impact on the system and
modifies it, at its one timescale (ELLS & MURRAY, 2012). The general public
generally considers that hard structures reduce the impact of winter storms seasons by
inhibiting dune retreat, decreasing the risk of flood, etc., and thus is benefiting to the
beach system. However PILKEY and WRIGHT (1988) underlined that seawalls can
degrade beaches in three ways: (1) passive erosion due to tendencies which existed
before the wall was in place; (2) active erosion du to interaction of the wall with local
coastal processes and (3) lost of accommodating place. Moreover, it can be supposed
that fixing the dune foot or managing just a little part of a strait sandy shore could
influence the "unprotected" part of the shore, especially in open and linear coast
systems.
The Aquitanian coast is about 250 km of strait sandy beaches and dunes punctuated by
different management strategies all along the shore. The National Network for shoreline
observations Dynalit regroups 30 study sites in France with the purpose to understand
storm processes in a context of global warming, and provide knowledge in term of
coastal managing. During the exceptional winter 2013/2014, cluster of storms caused
considerable damages on the Atlantic beaches and the associated dunes, impacting not
only ecosystems but also the economy of the Aquitanian region (CASTELLE et al.,
2015). In this study the workshop site of Biscarrosse beach (SW of France) was chosen
to understand the importance of beach management not only on the system’s response
to storms but also on beach recovery exploiting high frequency DGPS surveys and
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video dataset. According to ALMAR et al. (2009) and SENECHAL et al. (2015) the
erosive trend decrease after February and Aquitanian beaches mostly recover the first
month of summer (June and July). Thus, we only considered the period from January to
September 2016 covering the maximum of erosion and the recovery period.
2. Methods
2.1 Field area
Biscarrosse beach, located on the Aquitanian coast in the South-West of France (Fig. 1),
was chosen as a workshop-site by the National Network for shoreline observations
Dynalit (SNO Dynalit). This double barred beach has previously been described as
morphologically typical of the Aquitanian beaches (ALMAR et al., 2009). Biscarrosse
is a meso to macrotidal open sandy beach oriented about 280.5° from the North and
fully opened to the North Atlantic swell. A strong seasonality in the wave climate is
observed with significant wave heights that can exceed 10m during winter storms (from
November to March). On average, the mean annual Hs is about 1.4m associated to Tp
equals to 6.5s (BUTEL et al., 2002), and the mean spring tide in this area is 3.7m
against 1.8m during neap tide.
Changes in Biscarrosse beach morphology are both driven by a strong longshore drift
orientated from the North to the South and poorly understood cross-shore exchanges. As
presented by ANGNUURENG et al. (2017) Biscarrosse morphological response is
relatively rapid at the seasonal timescale but also at the event scale. According to the
WRIGHT and SHORT (1984) classification, this beach composed by medium sand,
with a 350 µm median grain size (BA & SENECHAL, 2013), is defined as an
intermediate beach mostly dominated by TBR and LTT states (PERON & SENECHAL,
2011). In 2009, ALMAR et al confirmed that the inner sandbar generally present a TBR
type associated to wavelengths around 400m, but that all intermediate states could be
reached. The outer bar currently presents a crescentic shape with a typical wavelength
about 700m, but its geometry can be influenced by the wave incidence and exhibits
asymmetrical trends (LAFON et al., 2005; CASTELLE et al., 2007).
Even if Biscarrosse beach is considered as a more “natural” environment compared to
the other beaches, different management strategies were deployed on the beach/dune
system. Indeed, Biscarrosse is a touristic hot point, and to be more accessible and
attractive the back dune were covered by grass. Moreover, the southern part of the
shoreline was fixed by a seawall while the northern part of the dune is only protected by
windbreakers (Fig. 1).
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Figgure 1: Biscaarrosse bea
ach locationn, surveyed transects an
nd managem
ment strateg
gies.
2.2 D
DGPS surveeys and barline extractiion
From
m Novemberr 2015 to November
N
20016, more than
t
fifty DGPS surveyys were reco
orded
and analysed with
w
the purrpose to foollow the dune/beach
d
system evoolutions at short
timesscales as stoorm events and access the impact of each storrm even witthin a clusteer. At
least twice a weeek (Fig. 2, red
r crosses)), 30 to 50 transects
t
(deepending onn the presen
nce of
speciific structurres on the beach
b
or noot) are realissed covering 700m of longshore beach
b
from
m the dune too the low tid
de limit (Figg. 1).
To ccomplete thhis dataset the inner bbarline position was monitored
m
tthrough a video
systeem composeed by four color cameeras. The sy
ystem CamE
Era deployeed at Biscarrrosse
was pprimarily developed by
y the NIWA
A (New-Zeaaland) and then
t
modifiied by V. Marieu
M
(EPO
OC, France)). Fixed on
n a 15m higgh pole it overlooks
o
2 km longshhore and 1k
km of
crosss-shore coaast and pro
ovides four images peer hour (A
ALMAR et al., 2009).. The
subm
merged surffzone sandb
bar is manuually digitizzed using the
t method of predom
minant
wavee breaking detection on
o 113 rectiified averag
ged images (LIPPMAN
N & HOLM
MAN,
19899; VAN EN
NCKEVORT
T & RUES
SSINK, 200
01). Extracttions are m
made follow
wing a
fixedd mean wavve breaking coefficient (γ) determiined by the equation (11) (DESMA
AZES,
20055) were Hs is
i the signifficant wave height and η the water level.
=Hss/=0.8
(1)
Becaause of techhnical failurres and pooor images qu
uality, the positions
p
off the barline and
RIP channels haave not beeen registereed during th
he first clusster of storm
m (2nd to 13th of
Januaary 2016) and
a the summ
mer period (from June to Septemb
ber).
2.3 H
Hydrodynam
mic data
The tide datasett was extraccted from tthe tide model develop
ped by the SHOM insttitute.
The ooffshore waaves were extracted
e
froom the Wav
veWatch3 model
m
proviided by Prev
vimer
in abbout 50 m deep offshorre of the Capp Ferret san
ndy spit (Fig
g. 1, green ssquare). In 1994,
DOL
LAN & DA
AVIS defineed a storm eevent not only
o
as a threshold of significant wave
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heighht but also in term of storm
s
durattion. At Biscarrosse beeach, and m
more generallly on
the G
Gironde coaast, high hy
ydrodynamiic condition
ns are qualified as stoorm events if Hs
exceeed 4m (H95%
g a compleete tide cy
ycle (ANGN
NUURENG
G et al., 2017).
2
9 ) during
Moreeover, a cluuster is chaaracterized as a succeession of att least two or three sttorms
separrated by eaach other by
y calm connditions (un
nder the sto
orm threshoold) inferiorr to 5
days.
3. Reesults
3.1 H
Hydrodynam
mic conditio
ons
The figure 2 presents
p
thee hydrodynaamic condiitions experienced durring the studied
periood. The maximum sign
nificant waave height (Hs)
(
was 7.3 m and thhe mean Hss was
abouut 1.9m. Thee mean Tp (peak
(
perio d) was abou
ut 11s with a maximum
m of 18s reaached
in M
March. Positiive values of
o the wavee angle relattive to the shore
s
(inciddence) symb
bolise
wavees coming from
f
the No
orth while nnegative values are waaves from thhe South. Waves
W
weree generally reaching
r
thee coast withh a North or normal incidence.

Figgure 2. Hyddrodynamic conditions:: significant wave heig
ght (Hs), peaak period (T
Tp),
wavve incidencee and tide. Red
R boxes hhighlight thee individuall storm evennts and the blue
b
boxes the storm clusters.
Accoording to thhe previous definition, the winter 2015/2016
2
(from Noveember to March)
M
is chharacterized by 10 storm
ms (Fig. 2), but as the DGPS
D
surveys start in January thee first
storm
m (middle of
o Novemb
ber) is not ttaken into account in this study. The first storm
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considered began the 2nd of January 2106 with a maximum Hs of 6.1 m and a duration
over 20 hrs. During the second one that hit Biscarrosse, from the 4th to the 7th January,
waves reached 6.5m associated to a mean Hs of 5 m. The third one occurred from the
11th to the 12th January and the maximum Hs was 7.3 m. But, it defers from the two
previous ones by its storm apex correlated to a spring tide period. In view of the tiny
interval between two consecutive storms (< 5 days), those three events could be
considering as a same cluster. Thus the winter 2016 is composed by three clusters
respectively made up by 3 and 2 storms, and two single events (Fig. 2, blue and red
boxes).
3.2 Morphological evolutions
3.2.1 General overview: erosion/recovery
On the Aquitanian coast, beaches are mostly wave dominated and the climate is clearly
marked by a calm summer season and an energetic winter one (Fig. 2). First results of
DGPS surveys at Biscarrosse beach show a classic cycle of erosional trends during
winter versus recovery period during summer (Fig. 3). Indeed during the winter 2016
characterized by surveys from the 5th of January to the 4th of April a lowering of the
upper beach zone about 1 m is observable, while the intertidal zone general balance
looks stable. Moreover, in the figure 3 the supratidal beach is eroded (-2 m)
corresponding to a major dune foot retreat. During the recovery season, we observe an
accretion of the supratidal and the upper beach between, on average, 1 and 2 m typical
of the signature of the berm reconstruction. Besides 3D structures representative of
beach cusps are visible on the berm, as well as an erosion of the intertidal beach. This
suggests a sediment transport from the intertidal to the supratidal zone in order to feed
the berm. The last panel of the figure 3 illustrates the morphological evolution of the
beach from January until September 2016 covering the erosive and the entire recovery
periods. During this period the upper beach gained big volumes of sediment but the
supratidal beach (between -40 and -60 m in cross-shore direction) lost sand because of
dune retreat.
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Figgure 3. Morrphologicall evolution oof Biscarrossse beach. Fist
F panel: w
winter season.
Second pan
nel: summerr season. Th
hird panel: All
A seasonss.
3.2.22 Intra-seasoon responsee: overall
Durinng the wintter 2016 diifferent storrms occurreed and the morphologi
m
ical evolution of
Biscaarrosse beacch differs frrom one stoorm to the otther one. Th
he figure 4 ppresents chaanges
in thhe beach moorphology after
a
every potential errosive even
nt during thiis winter. At
A the
end oof some eveents, a sedim
ment transpoort from thee dune/supratidal beachh to the inteertidal
seem
ms to take place
p
(E1, E3 and E44, Fig. 4). In contrast, the directtion in sediiment
exchhanges looks reversed when it ressults from event E2 an
nd E5 (Figg. 4). Thus some
evennts could be considereed as erosiive whereaas others ass recovery periods deespite
energgetic condittions (Hs > 4 m) in eacch case. So, even if the residual ressult of the winter
w
20155/2016 is a general
g
erossion of the bbeach and th
he dune (Fig. 3, top pan
anel), this errosion
is noot an accum
mulation of sediment looss in respo
onse at each phenomeenon as reco
overy
perioods also occcurred durin
ng this winteer.
Biscaarrosse beacch is a tourist hotspot aand at the end
e of winteer, a dune fo
foot re-sending is
st
strucctured and visible
v
in th
he topograpphic maps (Fig. 5, 1 panel).
p
At tthe end of April,
A
the loower part of
o the northeern beach iss eroded (<
<-1 m) whilee the higherr part is acccreted
(+1 m
m, Fig. 5). Indeed the sediment erroded seem
ms to supply
y the berm rreconstructiion in
the ssupratidal zoone. At the beginning oof June, thee berm reco
onstructs alll along the beach
b
exceppt in front of seawalls (south beeach) and, in the north
h, it is assoociated witth 3D
patteerns corresponding to beach
b
cusps.. In the soutthern end off the beach the berm iss fully
rebuiilt only at thhe end of Ju
uly and at tthis time thee sediment supply seem
ms not just come
from
m the intertiddal beach but probablyy from a lon
ngshore tran
nsport too. During Au
ugust,
the bberm is maiintained and
d even ampplified in th
he South, an
nd migratess onshore. At
A the
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end of summerr (Septemb
ber) beach cusps are well develloped on thhe berm with
w
a
waveelength meeasured around 20 m.. Consideriing the beaach recoveery as the berm
reconnstruction, there
t
is a laag in the reccovery of th
he southern part of the beach compared
to thee northern one.
o

Figgure 4. Topo
ographic suurveys of winter 2015-2
2016. E=Evvent.

Figure 5.. Topograph
hic surveys of Biscarro
osse beach for
f the summ
mer 2016.
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3.2.3 Alongshore variability
In 2017, Burvingt et al. proposed a Longshore Variation Index (LVI) to qualify the
alongshore variability in beaches response to events (Eq. 2).
LVI 

Qstd
Qmean  Qstd

(2)

Where Qstd is the standard deviation calculated to quantify the amount of variation of
all the net volumetric change values (dQcross determined for each cross-shore transect),
and |Qmean| is the absolute value of the mean of dQcross values. A LVI = 1 means that
the longshore sediment transport is dominant while a LVI = 0 implies a cross-shore
transport dominance.
The longshore variability during the winter period (Fig. 3) does not look significant
with a low LVI (0.4) implying a dominance of the cross-shore sediment exchanges.
However, the high LVI calculated for the recovery period and the entire seasons (0.7
and 0.91 respectively) suggest an alongshore sediment transport dominance.
In winter 2016, for the first hydrodynamic event (E1, Fig. 4, as an example) an
alongshore variability in the beach response to events is noticeable. The southern end of
the dune (negative values along the longshore transect) is fixed by seawalls (black
boxes, Fig. 4) and the erosion resulting from the E1 is more significant in this part of the
beach. In order to quantify those observations, four transects are extracted from the
DGPS surveys (A, B, C, D, Fig. 6). In the northern end of the beach (A, Fig. 6) a
lowering about 1 m of the supratidal beach is visible after the passage of the fist event
(13/01/16). As explained before, the second event provoked an erosion of the intertidal
beach (-50cm maximum) and a recovery of the upper beach (+50cm maximum). After
the third one (15/02/16), the dune foot retreated 10 m onshore and the beach reached its
profile of maximum erosion for this winter. The 11th of March, an accretion of the dune
foot is remarkable, but it is due to a previous dune resending (24/02/16) and is not
natural. However, the intertidal beach recovered providing sediment to accrete the
supratidal zone under the effect of the waves of the last storm (29/03/16).
The beach dynamic to events in front of seawalls (C, Fig. 6) is rather different than in
the north. The erosion provoked by the first storms equals more than 2m against the
wall, and between 1m and 20cm all along the beach profile. After the 1st of February an
accretion of the beach around 20cm in response to the second energetic event is visible.
But, the main difference is the absence of erosion or accretion after the third event (E3).
The beach profile is stable until the passage of the E4, the beach part against the wall
eroded about 1 m while the intertidal zone accreted. As for the north, the supratidal
beach profile rose about 50 cm after the last storm of winter.
In the southern beach, just at the seawalls south end (D, Fig. 6), the first event caused an
erosion of the beach around 1m and dune foot retreat close to 20m. The beach profile is
stable in this zone even after the second event, contrarily to the other parts of the beach
(A and C). After the E3, there is an accretion of the beach profile (+1 m) and an
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offshhore movem
ment of the dune foot. In March, the
t events provoked
p
a massive errosion
of the beach (- 1 m) and an increase off the dune sllope.

Figuure 6. Crosss-shore proffiles extractted from DG
GPS surveyss. A= Northh; C= in fro
ont of
seawalls;; D= South,, after seaw
walls – Winteer period.
Similarly, two cross-shoree profiles w
were also extracted to comparee the along
gshore
variaability in thhe recovery
y of the tw
wo ends of
o the beach (Fig. 7).. The profi
file A
repreesents, as prreviously, th
he north off Biscarrossee beach. Att the beginnning of Apriil, the
profiile A is alreeady curved
d in the inttertidal zon
ne. This sed
diment seem
ms to supplly the
graduual berm elevation, an
nd then miggration tow
ward the du
une, until riise an ampllitude
st
arounnd 2 m the 1 of Augu
ust. The endd of summeer is marked
d by an erossion of the berm
that could be exxplained by
y energetic conditions (Hs > 2 m)
m and an eerosion of cusps
horns (e.g. MA
ASSELINK et al., 19988; DEHOUC
CK, 2006). In the southh (profile D,
D Fig.
th
7) thhe intertidall zone begaan to recoveer around the
t 17 of May. Durinng the mon
nth of
June, the supratiidal zone acccretes, but unlike the north, the in
ntertidal zoone does nott look
to bee a source of
o sediment for the berrm reconstru
uction. At the end of A
August, the berm
is fullly rebuilt and
a migratess 10m towaard the dunee with an am
mplitude aboout 2m (as in
i the
th
northh). The proffile of the 14 of Sepptember seem
ms to show
w an expanssion of the berm
peakk that could be linked to
t cusps forrmation/ migration,
m
an
nd a transitiion from baays to
horns.
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Figure 7. Cross-shore
C
e profiles exxtracted from
m surveys. A = North; D = South,
after seaw
walls – Summ
mer period.
4. Diiscussion
4.1 S
Seasonal moorphologicaal variationss
Previious studiees (e.g. MASSELINK
K et al., 2006;
2
PRIC
CE & RU
UESSINK, 2008;
2
ALM
MAR et al., 2009) sugg
gest that thee beach morrphology, th
he wave eneergy and the tide
are kkey compoonents to govern the intensity, duration
d
an
nd type of wave proccesses
influuencing thee beach cross-shore pprofile. In winter 20
016, all thee clusters were
assocciated to sppring tides allowing acccess to the dune foot and the ssupratidal beach,
b
generating impoortant erosio
ons. But acccording to our
o results, the beach aalso experieenced
recovvery periods during en
nergetic connditions. Thiis could be linked to a neap tide period
p
assocciated to Hss inferior to 5 m and mooderate storrm duration
n.
Folloowing the seasonal
s
ero
osion periood, the decrrease of thee hydrodynnamic conditions
allow
w the wavees to bring
g the sandd back to the beach and initiatte the reco
overy.
Com
mmonly the inner bar iss moving too the beach
h in summerr and suppllies sedimen
nt for
the bberm reconsstruction (A
ALMAR et aal., 2009). At
A Biscarro
osse beach, the northern
n end
undeergoes a claassical reco
overy and tthe sedimen
nt availablee in the inttertidal beaach is
pushhed by the waves
w
and accumulate
a
d in the sup
pratidal zon
ne to form the berm. In
I the
southh, the recovvery is not only drivenn by cross--shore sedim
ment transfe
fers but probably
also by longshorre migration
ns. Indeed, from May until
u
Augusst 2016 the L
LVI (equatiion 2)
supports the ideea of the do
ominance off the alongsshore sedim
ment transpoort (Table 1) that
correesponds to the berm rebuilding in the sou
uthern beach
h. Besides this along
gshore
variaability in thhe beach ressponse to ennvironmenttal conditions, it is imp
mportant to notify
n
that tthe berm iss quite stablle even durring more energetic
e
co
onditions (H
Hs > 2 m) unlike
u
the oobservationss of MASSE
ELINK et a l. (2006).
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Table 1. LVI for the summer season
Period
LVI
04/04/16 to 19/04/16
0.67
19/04/16 to 03/05/16
0.81
03/05/16 to 10/06/16
0.99
10/06/16 to 01/08/16
0.94
01/08/16 to 26/08/16
0.70
26/08/16 to 14/09/16
0.80
4.2 Alongshore variability
Morphological changes at Biscarrosse beach in 2016 were characterized by a longshore
variability whatever the season. The overall overview for January to September (Fig. 3)
is represented by a LVI of 0.91 indicating a longshore sediment transport dominance
that could explain the beach response and the general sediment gain in the southern part
of the beach. Previously the interaction between sandbars and the beach were described
as a parameter to take into account when looking at the beach response to storms (e.g.
CASTELLE et al., 2007; VAN DE LAGEWEG et al., 2013). On the Aquitanian coast
the inner bar mostly presents a Transverse Bar and Rip morphology (LAFON et al.,
2002) associated with downdrift oriented Rip channels. Extraction of Rip channels from
video images gave us an idea of the position of rips and the percentage of observation of
the different channels (Fig. 8). According to our observations, one channel seems to be
permanent (98% of observation whatever the season) and is located in front of seawalls
in the south beach. The presence of a permanent rip channel could cause an export of
sediment offshore toward the subtidal sandbar. In this case, the sediment is not available
for the recovery explaining why the cross-shore transport is negligible during the
southern berm reconstruction. Moreover, it also could explain the accentuation of the
erosion of the beach in the south during the three clusters (e.g. CASTELLE et al, 2015).
The stability in the position of this rip channel could be linked to the presence of the
seawalls (TAIT & GRIGGS, 1991). The negative interaction between structures and
beach/dune system has been previously classified into three categories: a beach width
reduction, passive erosion and/ or active erosion (e.g. PILKEY & WRIGHT, 1988). At
Biscarrosse during winter, an active erosion of the system is visible partially resulting
from the seawalls position. The presence of hard construction limits sediment
exchanges between the dune and the beach inhibiting the beach recovery following
successive storms. There is also an “end-of-wall effect” defined by an important erosion
of the two ends of the seawall (Fig. 9), impacting the dune slope and foot retreat as
shown in the paragraph 3.2.2 (PLANT & GRIGGS, 1992; BASCO, 2006). Moreover,
the fact that the rocks composing the wall were directly on the supratidal beach implies
that the balancing zone is reduce. Indeed lots of exchanges are visible between the
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uppeer and loweer parts of the
t beach ((however th
he sense) and
a the balaancing zonee is a
necessary spacee for the beaach to adaptt its profile to hydrody
ynamic evennts. Limiting this
zone results in a lowering of the beacch. Addition
nally, seawalls also loook to impacct the
recovvery timesscale by restricting cross-shorre sedimen
nt transpoort (DAVIS &
AND
DRONACO
O, 1987).
Thuss the alonggshore variaability of B
Biscarrosse beach resp
ponse to seeasonal tren
nds is
simuultaneously in
i relation with
w naturall and anthro
opogenic facctors.

Fiigure 8. Ripp channels positions
p
annd percentag
ges of obserrvations of eeach chann
nel.

Figuure 9. End-o
of-wall effecct at Biscarrrosse beach
h, January 22016.

5. Coonclusions
Highh frequency DGPS surv
veys and viideo imagess of Biscarrrosse beachh are used in
n this
studyy to identiffy the poten
ntial impacct of manag
gement straategies on tthe beach/ dune
systeem. Results confirm th
hat morphollogical chan
nges during
g winter (Jan
anuary to March)
M
are ddriven by thhe beach morphology,
m
the duratio
on of storm
ms, the wavee energy an
nd the
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tide. In this way recovery can take place even during winter and storm conditions.
Seasonal recovery began in April in the northern part of the beach by a progressive
accumulation of sediment in the upper beach supplying the berm reconstruction. But,
the combination of seawalls and a permanent rip current in front of those structures,
located in the south of Biscarrosse beach, generates a strong alongshore variability in
the beach response to seasonal trends, erosion as recovery. Indeed, during winter the
acceleration of the erosion of the beach and the dune retreat on each end of the walls are
visible because of seawalls, and an offshore sediment transport supposed linked to
permanent rip currents. During recovery periods, cross-shore sediment transports
toward the beach are limited and berm rebuilding is mainly managed by longshore
sediment transports, explaining the lag in the beach response compared to the north.
In this study, it appears that both naturals (hydrodynamic conditions, sandbar positions,
etc…) and anthropogenic factors are driving the morphological evolution of Biscarrosse
beach. But, we cannot deny the impact of seawalls on the alongshore variability of the
beach response at different timescales.
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